THE 10 DRAMATIC INSTINCTS & PRINCIPLES OF FACTFULNESS
1. Gap

Look for the majority

6. Generaliza on

We are inclined to think in gaps and focus on
the excep ons. By doing so we tend to forget
the majority is usually in the middle.

2. Nega vity

Expect bad news

Categories are important to classify the world. Are
exis ng categories s ll valid? Do they actually diﬀer?
They may need upda ng.

7. Des ny

“Everything is ge ng worse!” and “Things used to be be er in
the good old days!” Our brain has the tendency to focus on
bad news. As a result long‐term progress is o en overlooked.

3. Straight line

4. Fear

Calculate the risks

By nature we are afraid of everything that could
go wrong. O en our fear is bigger than the risk
that something will actually go wrong.

5. Size

“It’s their fate, that’s just the way it is, they will never
change”. Some (cultural) changes move slowly and only
become apparent when you look at a longer me period.

8. Single

Based on teaching material for a fact‐based worldview

Use mul ple tools

“In the eyes of the carpenter everything looks like a hammer & nail
job”. This is not always smart. Be crea ve and combine mul ple
methods from various ﬁelds of exper se to create be er solu ons.

9. Blame

Resist ﬁnger‐poin ng
Pu ng the blame on others when something goes wrong is very
common. The downside of this is that no thought is given to the
cause of the problem, and no structural solu on is put in place.

Get things in propor on
A single number can seem very large (or very small)
and make a big impression. However, is it really big?
Compared to what?
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No ce slow changes

Trends may change

Our brain has the tendency to assume that exis ng
trends will con nue in the same way. However, this
is not a given: trend lines may bend.

Ques on your categories

10. Urgency

Take small steps

“Something must happen NOW!” is o en the ﬁrst reac on.
However, many issues are less urgent than they seem. It is
be er not to react too has ly and inves gate the cause ﬁrst.
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